OFFICE OF THE COMM, SS, ONER FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT

NTPS Aboriginal Employee Forum
0.9
A1ice prings 5 rid 6 June 2019
The Office of the Commissioner for Public Employment (OCPE) hosted the sixth Northern
Territory Public Sector (NTPS) Aboriginal Employee Forum in A1ice Springs over two days
on 5 and 6 June 2019 at the Allce Springs Convention Centre. The Forum is a key
initiative within the NTPS Aboriginal Employment and Career Development Strategy 20752020. The forums are based on a workshop style to allow participants the opportunity to
provide input, feedback and contribute to future Aboriginal employment and career
development initiatives for the whole NTPS.
Only 74 applications were received with 60 of those attending the forum. This is a
significant decrease from last year's forum where 91 nominations were received and 86
participants attended the forum. The main reason for the decrease in participants was due
to the recent budget constraints, therefore agencies were not able to support staff travel.
Three main topics were discussed and workshopped at this forum based on previous
participant feedback, which were the NTPS Capability and Leadership Framework (CLF);
Mental Health and Remote Engagement. Guest speakers included Cherisse Buzzacott,
Midwife from A1ice Springs Hospital and Keisha Clarke from NT Police who shared their
personal career journeys with participants. Other guest speakers included the NT Treaty
Commissioner, Professor Mick Dodson, who spoke about his current role and provided
information about the Treaty and Samantha Wild from Awakening Cultural Ways in
Queensland, who delivered a presentation and facilitated the workshop on Mental Health.
The next forum will be held in Darwin on 20 and 21 November in Darwin at the Rydges
Palmerston.
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Evaluation Respon e ts:
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From the 60 participants; 53 completed the evaluation form (88 per cent). The majority of
respondents (44 out of 53) said they would be interested in attending the next Forum, five
of the respondents did not answer the question and three said no because they would
want other staff in their agency to attend.
From the completed evaluations, 52 per cent stated that overall they found the Forum to
be 'excellent' compared to 35 per cent who found it 'good', four per cent found it
'satisfactory', and nine per cent did not answer the question, as displayed in the following
graph.

Forum Satisfaction

Excellent
Good

Satisfactory
Poor
Did not answer

Some positive comments from the evaluations:
. "/ enjoyed it and I had the chance to tell my story".
. "Each time I attend I feel more informed and involved, I hope this continues for a long
time. There is a lot of NTPS needs to work on and why holding these forums is
Important for growth and development".
"Really enjoyed this forum more than last year's Darwin one, Sub^^cts and
presentations relevant and was great listening to peoples journey's. Would also be good
to have other Aboriginal executive directors speak".
"Thank you very much for the opportunity to attend and particly?ate in this amazing
forum. Well done 'I
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Attendees Workplace Location
Aboriginal employees who attended the Forum came from A1ice Springs, Darwin, Groote
Eylandt, Katherine, Laramba, Nhulunbuy, Tennant Creek and Ti Tree.
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At ridees Classifica ions
The attendees who participated in the Forum ranged from A02 to EC02 and included
various streams (Administrative, Professional and Technical). The highest numbers
represented by attendees were at the A041evel.
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Agencies Represen ed
The attendees who participated in the Forum were represented by 10 NT Government
Agencies with the highest number of 21 from Department of Health.
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As illustrated in the graph below, evaluation respondents perceived an overall high quality
satisfaction of the Forum.

The Forum topics, design and set up was based on feedback from the 2018 A1ice Springs
and Darwin evaluation forms. There was mixed feedback about the forum set up, seating
allocations and forum topics, see comments below.
"Thoroughly enjoyed particfy7atihg in the 2 day forum, It was current and relevant and engaging.
Youth panel. CLF di^cussion and PPT':
'Possibly have time at the beginning for voicing concerns and issues so that It won I run into
the time for workshops'I
"Have tasks or outcomes based forum':
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Acting Commissioner, David Braines-Me ad, introduced himself
and welcomed participants to the Forum. Although this was only
his second week in the job, he encouraged participants to
approach him and introduce themselves and feel free to discuss
any issues or matters that they have where he may be able to
assist.

,J

.,,!fa
,

The Acting Commissioner also discussed the current priorities of
OCPE and the Aboriginal Employment and Career Development
(AECD) refreshed strategy. He also played a video message to all
participants from the previous Commissioner, Craig Allen.

NCommissioner, David Braines-Mead
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Guest Speakers :
Professor Mick Dodson, NT Treaty Commissioner.
Professor Mick Dodson AM is a member of the Yawuru peoples - the
traditional owners of land and waters in the Broome area of the southern

Kiinberley region of Western Australia.
Professor Dodson accepted a 3 year appointment as the Northern Territory
Treaty Commissioner. Commissioner Dodson clarified that his job is
governed by a Terms of Reference (ToR) that he must follow. The ToR was
agreed between the four NT Land Councils and the NT Government. The
Treaty Commission is made up of a team of three, but are in the process of
recruiting an Aboriginal female as Deputy Commissioner. The Treaty
Commission is independent to the NTG.

Treaty Commissioner
Professor Mick Dodson

Commissioner Dodson stated that it is NOT his role to negotiate a Treaty or
Treaties. That will happen after his job is done. Professor Dodson's job is to
inquire, report, investigate and make recommendations. He intends to deliver
a final report to the Chief Minister on the outcomes of consultations, with
recommendations on next steps as well as a proposed negotiation framework
for Treaty to proceed in the Northern Territory by late 2021.

Samantha Wild - Aboriginal Mental Health First Aid in the Workplace.
Awakening Cultural Ways
Samantha is a proud Wakka Wakka and South Sea Islander woman. She is
the Director for her consultancy business Awakening - Cultural Ways. They
provide Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander research and advice on health
and human services. Samantha facilitates workshops and research in cultural
competency, social and emotional wellbeing, mental health, trauma and
healing.
Sam is passionate about delivering ethical and purposeful knowledge
creation through policy, workshops, research and evaluation. Her passion is
using her knowledge and workshops to improve the wellbeing of Aboriginal
workforce.

Sam provided information and strategies on how to deal with anxiety,
depression, stress and whole range of other mental health disorders.

Samantha Wild

Jean Perkins, Senior Advisor, Strategic Workforce Planning and
Development, OCPE.
Jean presented on the findings from the recent People Matter employee
survey, with a focus on Aboriginal employee's perceptions of the
workplace. Data from a number of indices, including employee engagement
was explored in context of service delivery and regional engagement.
The forum was given an insight to development of the survey and the effort
to quantify and measure the cultural value of Aboriginal employees through
the collection of perception data.

Jean Perkins
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Sharing y St ry:
Cherisse Buzzacott - Midwife, A1ice Springs Hospital.
Cherisse Buzzacott is a Central Arrernte woman from Ajice Springs and is
the only Aboriginal midwife working in Allce Springs Hospital. Cherisse was
the first student to graduate from the Australian Catholic University Bachelor
of Midwifery Indigenous course and is the first in her family with a university
degree.
Cherisse spoke about her experience as a midwife from working in a large
inner-city hospital to working in the A1ice Springs Hospital where she spent
some time as an outreach midwife travelling to remote communities.
Cherisse also completed the women's health training which allowed her to
practice autonomously while in remote communities.

Cherisse Buzzacott

Cherisse is currently employed at the Australian College of Midwives on the
Birthing on Country Project and as a midwife for the Central Australian
Health Service, doing shift-work which ensures she maintains her clinical
midwifery skills.

Keisha Clarke, ACPO, Southern Operations, NT Police, Fire and
Emergency Services.
Keisha is employed as an Aboriginal Community Police Officer (ACPO) in
A1ice Springs in the Southern Investigation Domestic Violence prevention
Unit. Keisha is originally from Darwin and a descendent of the Larrakia
people as well as having ties to the Daly river region.

Keisha Clarke

Keisha started her work career as an Indigenous trainee with the Australian
Public Service (APS) in the Department of Agriculture as a Quarantine
Officer. After taking part in the Indigenous Youth Leadership Program in
2013-2014, Keisha was pushed out of her comfort zone and discovered
there were more career options available to her, so she applied for the NT
Police intake and in 20161eft the Department of Agriculture to become an
Aboriginal Community Police Officer.
Youth Panel - Jordan Owens, Dental Assistant, Central Australia

Health Service, Nikita DOS Saritos - Administration Assistant,
Department of Attorney General and Justice and Dylan Kerrin Aboriginal Community Worker, Territory Families.
Jordan was born in A1ice Springs and raised throughout the NT and QLD
and is employed at the Oral Health Services Central Australia.

L - R Jordan Owens,
Nikita DOS Saritos &

Dylan Kerrin

Nikita is a Ministerial Assistant for the Department of Tourism, Sport and
Culture. Nikita has been with the Northern Territory Public Sector for one
year now. In 2017, she graduated school at Centralian Senior College in
Allce Springs. In early 2018, Nikita was one of thirteen people selected to
participate in the NT Government's Aboriginal Employment Program
leading to her current employment opportunity as an Administration
Officer at the DAGJ.

Dylan was born in A1ice Springs and raised in Tennant Creek. Dylan has been working for the
NTPS for over a year and employed as an Aboriginal Community Worker with Territory Families.
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What did you enjoy in OS about the Forum?
When employees were asked what they enjoyed most about the Forum, there was a good
mix but once again networking came out on top. There was a variety of comments that
employees made on the specific areas, see below:
'Everything, hearing about people ^ stories, learning more around mental health and remote
engagement':
"Hearing peoples stories/open discussion'I
"CLF, mental health with Samantha Wild, Chefisse Buzzacott, presentation by Mi'soha
Cartwright (ED) and people matter':
"/ liked to hear every part of the forum what was talked about. I really did enjoy for the first time
attending'I
"Topics relevant - safe space - really good networking with this model'I
"Opportunities to network with other indigenous staff from a wide range of agencies, awesome
Welcome to Country, Youth forum - inspiring stories'I
. "Hearing from youth panel'I
. 'Networking, learning a lot about what the NTG/OCPE can offer':
. "Sharing of knowledge amongst different organisations/departments, networking amongst
agencies'I
"The opportunity to hear the presentatibns and network with others in the NTPS'I
"Talking with people on what we need for our way to the future and the problems we face also
the fixing and solution':
Writeraction with other agencies and finding out what I^ happening in their space (first hand).
Finding out about the processes regarding a Treaty and its relevance. Good mix of agencies,
variety of ages and great to have TE staff here too that Is important. The food was amazing. Plus
the personal stories'I
. "Guest speakers - all interesting subject, Nikita ^ story'I
. "The opportunity to network and hear other stories from Aboriginal employees':
o "The environment and people as well as all the interestIhg point of view'I
. "I enjbyed it so much, meetihg different people getting to know what other people do. It was
great':
"The diversity and importantly the input from that diversity across NTPS. The open di^cussions
about speakers and some of the challenges we all face':
"The stories of each individualsjoumey, the networking - meeting everyone and listening to
their stories - difficulties'I

"The people! Each and every one of us has a story and it^ great that we are able to come
together and network'I
-^.

.

^

A1ice Springs Police Staff

Territory Families Staff - Ajice Springs and Tennant Creek
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W atdi
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There were various comments made and it has been noted that we need to ensure we

plan the forum at a warmer time of the year and to all guest speakers more time to deliver
their presentations and allow more time for questions to be asked.
. "Lack of attendance from the sectors':

. 'Some speeches dragged on and lost topic':
. "Cold weather, food':

. "Not having the chance to ask questions, no information on career pathways':
. 'Not being able to hear the questions without a in101
. 'People from different departments and communities that attended and had their say':
. "CLF framework workshop':
. "Extended explanation of gri'evances/not reportihg via appropriate channels'I
. "Presenter who spoke in monotone voice hard to sit and listen for that long"
. "Mental health workshop, turned into a whinge fest!':
. "Getting up and speaking':
. 'Politics about laws and AO classifications':
. "The weather'I
. "The food':

. 'Long talks':
. "Lack of communicate of topic - Employment/career development'I
. "One of the workshops was not del^^ered'I
. 'Sitting for long period of time'I
. ';, 11th ough it was good for people to voice their opinions the day I at the mental health
workshop there was a large discussion about how people have been mistreated and how
Special Measures isn I working'I
. "The actual mental health workshop had no time to di^cuss this topic'I
. "Facility could be warmer - but cold instead'I
. "Treaty presentation, great presenter, just didn't really understand':
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What topics would you suggest or the next Forum?
Participants requested more information on mental health as well recommended OCPE to
strongly promote the forum to remote employees to ensure they can attend and have their
voices heard. Other suggested topics were:
"First circles, Aboriginal Economic Development, Special Measures, Aboriginal Interpreter
Service, NTG Champions to provide info'I
"More activities'I

"Mental health - longer sessions, as suicide is rampant in our community and policies of
working in the NTPS as an Aboriginal person'I
"Career pathways for 7 - 3 urban and remote staff as 55% of Aboriginal NTPS are staff at
their level, promote creation of an A TS/EN network for staff either by agency - between
NTG and guests':
"More strategies to address Cross Cultural Training and involvement of Aboriginal stall
youth panel, address discrimination and racism in our NTPS workplace, Leadershir),
positive games/activity or fun energisers':
. 'How to network for a beginner (not really training, more of an exercise) ':
. "Information about transitioning to different agencies in government'I
. "Keep talk session and solutions based. Notjust forum to complain. We need to develop
and evolve'I

"Moving forward - celebrating what I^ changing, provichng solutions to grievances':
"Recruitment, retentibn of staff Aboriginal service medalffetter of recommendation for over
IO years of service/contribution'I
. "Professional development opportunities, cadetsh4?, scholarshir?, by-law 47 etc. 'I
. "More stories on some of the more mature pantc^^ants on theirjourney'I
. 'How to retain staff'I
. "More relevant to the needs of Communities':

. 'Rags to riches stories, older people to speak, local Aboriginal people, less pol^^y more
strategies/examples which have worked'I
. ';Actual topic of forum':
. "Sharing my story - remote engagement - mental health - youth presentations'I
. 'Keep the same but engage with more stories'I
. "Continue with the integration of young people in the NTPS and promotion of that and two
way learning - intra agency. Focus on Aboriginal skiffs and knowledge'I
"TF - SI^n of safety implementation to del^^er a presentation, Les/ey Richardson, Denella
Detourbet - a cultural practice framework for del^^erihg child safety in a statutory setting'I
Possibly have time at the beginning for voicihg concerns and issues so that it won't run into
the time for workshops
"Young and Deadly - promoting cadetshi^s and AEP. I didn't know these existed, i. e. never
seen it advertised':
"Mental health was a real interest of mine and would like to learn more about It'I

"Maybe have an open discussion about concerns people have that way we can focus more
on the workshops'I
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Recommend tions for at re
There was a range of comments/suggestions to take into consideration for future Forums
and they are as follows:
"OCPE to promote forum more widely to ensure attendance from all sectors and to promote
the AECD Strategy in remote communities'I
"Forums agenda needs to be relevant to the needs of Aboriginal Communities and staff':
"Need more Aboriginal Community Workers from remote service (remote family support
service) to join the forum'I
'^genda should have a summary of sessions so participants know what to expect':
"More activities and allow sumoi'ent time for the activity, also need to have more interactive
workshops'I
. "Open the floor for questions after every speaker and allow more time for questIbns':
. "To have a roving inIC for question time':
. ';Ask for a call for speakers, notjust select, use local speakers, comments re Aboriginal task
force (SA) and other old employment programs'I
"Contihue with the integratibn of young people in the NTPS and promotion of that and two
way learning - intra agency. Focus on Aboriginal skills and knowledge'I
"The Treaty Commissioner should look at involving the younger generation':
"I think next forum may need to include 50% young people and perhaps open forum to
Central^^n Senior College maybe 5 - f O kids/school leavers to attend to gain inspiration,
motivation and goal setting':
"The NTPS physical levels are not attendihg and could benefit from information and
development, tralh^^910areer pathway and inter-agency experience'I
"Have a set time at the beginning for open di^cussion so people can voice their concerns
and issues so that it won't run into the time for workshops'I
'^dvise group of tangible outcomes of the 2075/2020Indigenous Employment & Career
Development Strategy, what has been achieved? Real results'I
"Have the forum at another month of the year, either before winter or earlier to winter'I
"Have a notibe board - ask partic^^ants to bring a poster about themselves and their
programs or their want to) to assist':
"More work needs to happen around the 'Special Measures: as currently there are too
many loopholes and bureaucracy (senior managers/executives) are gettihg around it and
the best person for the position is losing out'I
"Networking - at start of event, create an A4 poster with your name, what your lob role is,
what department youf'e from and some dot points on what you410ur team provides
services. This could be onto the conference room (maybe with posted a picture of
yourseli)':
"Use the Department of Health ^ healthy catering pol^^y to ensure Aboriginal staff are
provided with nutritious food':

Pa ci . an

.
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I . Further promote the forum to all Aboriginal staff, especially remote staff to
encourage attendance and participation.
2. Invite Aboriginal youth to be guest speakers to share theirjourney/career in the
NTPS and to invite senior Aboriginal students to attend forum.
3. To have more activities and workshops to have an outcome based forum.
4. Invite an NTG agency to share what they are doing to retain Aboriginal staff.
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Photos of Participants at the AEF
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